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VI. 

The principle cif concentration in villages was accepted by those in 
authority before the end of 1921. By April, 1922, the District Com
missioner had earmarked a number of suitable grassy streams in parts of 
the district, and had ordered the people to group themselves on these. He 
was anxious that all villages should be on the open grassy type of stream, 
rather than on those that were heavily wooded, in order that the initial 
clearing and maintenance oC the watering places should be easy for the 
people; the force of this argument was obvious. It looked as if the 
labours of the last four years were to reach fulfilment. 

But I soon found these hopes premature. The people had been ordered 
to move, but an order to the Zande people,at that time, was quite useless 
unless backed by close supervision. The headmen who tried to carry 
out orders were deserted by half their followers, who joined those headmen 
who took up an attitude of, passive resistance. The bigger chiefs professed 
ignorance of the sites allocated. The old roads and rest-houses were use
less since the people had nominally moved to sites miles away. Attendances 
at inspections fell to half what they had formerly been, and the excuse was 
always that the people had run away. I was out of touch with the District 
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'24'2 The History of Sleeping Sickness in the Sudan 

Commissioner, who was detained in Yambio,.and did not see him agam 
till July, and shortly after that he went on leave. The situation was 
chaotic. 

I used my summary powers as a first-class magistrate freely to begin 
with, but I learnt from Baz an even better weapon of offence. The people 
lil{ed to have the inspections finished as early as possible in order to get 

, back to their homes. By refusing to finish the inspections till a rest-house 
was built, one could secure the building of a very good grass hut twenty 
feet in diameter, sun and rain proof, in some four hours. Many hours had 
necessarily to be spent searching with the microscope for trypanosomes 
in suspected cases. This could be done in the shade of a waterproof sheet 
in the morning, and the hut was ready against the thunderstorms that 
usually broke in the afternoons. 

Similarly, a refusal to move to the next inspection centre till a path 
had been opened to it induced all to set to work from one or other end, 
and in a few hours the path,had met in the middle. 

But all this was a great waste of valuable time, and often one could not 
afford it, and in desperation set out through the high grass. I had brought 
down with me some mules and ponies to try to make trekking less arduous; 
but they were a great trouble at all the streams and rivers; they were 
always getting bogged and half-drowned, and where there WAre native 
bridges frequently fell through, sometimes ten feet into the stream below. 
However, they escaped serious injury, and though most of them acquired 
animal trypanosomiasis, all recovered with injections of atoxyl and con
tinuous high feeding and carried on with me there for nearly four years. 

For my first six months I wondered how Spence and MacKinnon had 
survived as long as they had. I spent the fall of the year inspecting the 
more accessible parts of Yambio and Meridi without finding cases. 
MacKinnon had found that the disease had spread north and east consider
ably since Spence's time, and although for the year ending September 30, 
1922, the admissions had only been 434, I was convinced that this was not 
due to any real improvement in the situation, but rather to the fact that 
latterly both MacKinnon and I had discarded the attempt to deal with the 
centre of the epidemic, in favour of controlling its spread north and east. 

In the annual report at the end of September, 1922, I put my views of 
the situation before the Principal Medical Officer. They ,did not materially 
differ from those expressed by my predecessors, although I stressed parti
cularly the necessity for an extra Commissioner for Tembura District, 
who could be in closer touch with us than one with two districts to 
supervise. The Principal Medical Officer in hi!; annual report expressed 
his views strongly. In effect, he said that although he knew the medical 
staff was inadequate, he felt that until more active administrative support 
was forthcoming, not only would he not reinforce the medical staff, but 
rather contemplated its withdrawal. 
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244 The History of Sleeping Sickness in the Sudan 

VII. 

As a result of all this, Spence was ordered south by the Sirdar to 
investigate and report. He reached Source Yubo in February, 1923, and 
shortly after his arrival a conference of the Governor, District Com
missioner, Spence and myself, was held at my house~ The administrative 
details in dispute were discussed, and agreement reached on all important 
points :-

(1) The people were to be grouped on the existing roads, or roads cut 
for the purpose. That seemed to us the only rapid way of concentrating 
them. 

(2) They were to be grouped round their headmen on thesfl roads, and 
were to remain followers of these, and migh t not change allegiance to either 
headman or chief without permission from the District Commissioner and 
Senior Medical Officer jointly. 

(3) The authority of the chiefs was to be supported, and the sleeping 
sickness requirements carried out as far as possible through the 
chiefs. 

(4) The chiefs were to be responsible for the clearing of watering-places 
and road-crossings over streams and the building and maintenance of roads, 
bridges' and rest-houses in their respective countries. 

Although these were very minor administrative details they made the 
difference between success and failure. Above all, we insisted on the 
necessity for an extra. District Commissioner for Tembura. 

I was sure, if these provisions were enforced and an adequate medical 
staff provided, the epidemic' could be controlled by the end of 1925. Spence 
wired this view to Khartoum. In March, Mr. A. C. Walker arrived and 
took over the duties of District Commissioner, Tembura; financial approval 
was obtained by the Principal Medical Officer for an increase of medical 
staff, which, allowing for leave, would maintain five permanently at work. 
It was arranged that Bimbashi Derwish, who was the senior medical 
officer engaged on sleeping sickness in Mongalla, and had great experience 
of sleeping sickness in that province, should relieve me when I went on 
leave. By June, 1923, the medical staff had been increased to seven, 
all of them, including Derwish, Syrian medical officers of the Egyptian 
army. 

It was suggested at this time that much of the trouble of the past had 
been due to "continual cbange of Senior Medical Officers." This was not 
in fact the case, since each succeeding Senior Medical Officer had worked 
exactly on the principles originally laid down by Spence. Spence's report 
in 1923, says :-

"The words' continual change in the medical staff' should have 
b.een qualified by the statement that the first Senior Medical 
Officer left the district worn out in mind and body, and quite 
unfit to return; the second died three days after reaching 
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G. K. Maurice 245 

Tembura; the third had his health permanently impaired 
through an attack of blackwater fever, and the fourth left the 
district suffering from repeated attacks of malaria at short 
intervals." 

Twenty-two months of almost continuous trekking, and being frequently 
saturated with quinine, made me feel that leave was imperative. Yet it 
had all been so interesting that it was almost with reluctance that in May, 
1923, I headed north. 

VIII. 

When I returned to Tembura in December, I found a most amazing 
change in the district. Derwish met me and told me the happenings of 
the last six months. The new District Commissioner had trekked all over 
the district with him and had quickly dispelled the people's illusion that 
they could continue to play off the medical and the administrative staffs, 
the one. aga,inst the other. At first considerable firmness was necessary. 
But when the people found that the Government really meant business, 
roads were kept clear, the rivers were bridged, good solid rest-houses 
sprang up like mushrooms; the census of the people increased by 15,000. 
The admissions for the year ending September 30, 1923, jumped to 839. 

Derwish with his increased staff had been able to inspect the more 
heavily infected parts of the distriet monthly, and the rest in alternate 
months. He had also been able to inspect the people along the Yambio
Congo frontier and had found eleven cases of sleeping sickness among them. 
For years we had feared infection of Yambio District and had been mystified 
by its prolonged immunity. It was clear now that something must be 
done. The only other task of any magnitUde was the completion of the 
concentration of the people in Tembura District on the roads. Owing to 
the latenes~ of the season, when the new District Commissioner arrived it 
had only been possible to concentrate those living in the heavily infected 
area round Tembura station. The rest of the district had to be left. 
Apart from that, everything was running smoothiy. The admission rate 
was already falling and it was clear that, unlike the previous falls in the 
admission rate, this was due to a real diminution in the incidence of the 
disease, since the people no longer hid from the inspections which were 
carried out regularly throughout the district. 

From now on inspections were, by comparison, easy. Instead of rising 
before dawn in order to be on the road at the first light, or starting still 
earlier, using the light of the waning moon, one rose leisurely at six on the 
first appearance of the ~un; instead of mounting a mule and pushing 
through high grass, often missing the path, sometimes dragged off over the 
mule's tail by the ripe grass fallen across the path, instead of being hindered 
by rivers and hampen'd by swamps, instead of arriving at a hovel exhausted 
from having kicked along a tired mule under a hot sun, one mounted a 
bicycle, pedalled leisurely along a well cleared track for an hour or two to 
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24:6 The History o} Sleeping Sickness in the Sudan 

enter a cool rest-house with breakfast, which had been sent on in the early 
hours, already set. 

The people would be found ready waiting in their places, arranged under 
their headmen, men, women, male and female children grouped separately~ 
The numbers would be found correct or any absentees satisfactorily explained. 
The counting and examination of 1,000 people for enlarged glands could 
be completed in about two hours while the morning was yet cool, and after 
breakfast one sat down comfortably to the microscope to search for 
trypanosomes among the suspects. 

N oue of us minded the discomforts of travel in unopened Africa, but 
they were incompatible with the job we were trying to do. In the early 
days we arrived at our inspection centre so late that the sun was already 
fiercely hot. By the time we had counted the people, argued over the 
missing and examiued the uecks of all, it would be uoon or later. The 
people themselves standing in the sun sweated profusely and the slipperi
ness of the skin of the necks often made the detection of an enlarged gland 
difficult. And it was after this, though one had been active since before 
the dawn, that the search for the trypanosomes from the gland fluid of, 
perhaps, twenty or thirty people began, each examination requiring twenty 
minutes before it could be pronounced negative, though admittedly many 
were found positive at a glance. But we must have missed cases through 
sheer weariness, though we knew that each case missed would prolong the 
epidemic. 

Tbis rapid progress in Tembura District and its striking -results modified 
previous opinions and, at the end of the year, a decision was reached to 
concentrate the people in that part of Yambio adjacent to the Congo 
frontier where cases had been found, and also, as a preventive measure, 
the people of Meridi, although that district was up to now uninfected. 
Tbe rest of Yambio District would be dealt with similarly the following 
year. Events were indeed moving rapidly. 

Unfortunately, Mr. Walker had to go on leave in the early spring and the 
final concentration of the people on to the roads in Tembura District, there
fore, fell on us. But we were now adequately staffed, the people had seen 
we meant business. we were now able to act through the chiefs. We gave 
them till June 1 to move, and by June 1 they had moved. There was 
really no opposition; a few of the older men contended that the move was 
a preliminary' to an extensive slave raid, but no one took any notice. The 
roads became everywhere lined with houses and gardens, everywhere were 
cheerful greetings from the people, children played in the streets and 
thronged aboutolle's bicycle; instead of marcbi~g between two walls of 
grass one passed through a land of smiling crops and smiling people. For 
the year ending September 30, 1924, the admissions had fallen from 839 
to 276. 

By this time the staff had been reduced to four. Derwish had returned 
in June to Mongalla where the disease was still smouldering in Kajo-Kaji 
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Chart showing the number of cases of sleeping sickness recorded in the Sudan, 1911-1928. 
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248 T he History of Sleeping Sickness m the Sudan 

District. His stupendous energy, great experience and unfailing optimism 
had been of incalculable value: it was he who had found the first cases in 
Yei District, and he had contributed largely to the successful ending of the 
epidemic there, and though he went back to Mongalla a very tired and 
rather sick man, he had the satisfaction of knowing that he had broken the 
back of a second and larger epidemic. Baz had gone on a well earned 
leave. El Yuzbashi Ragheb Effendi Atia filled the position of father of 
the Settlement as I thought no one but Baz could fi11 it. 

All the following year we kept finding cases and small local outbreaks, 
and our time was taken up adjusting roads where these ran parallel to 
wlttercourses, shifting people from where infection persisted, and trying to 
trace the cause of local outbreaks. An enormous number of infected fly, 
of course, necessarily still persisted in the district, especially round the old 
homesteads and fishing pools, and these we found were being commonly 
revisited by the people. Gradually defects were remedied, but the admissions 
for the year ending September 30, 1925, kept up to 203. 

In July, I was joined by Captain J. R. N. Warburton, M.C., who 
was to take over the district from me. For twp months we toured 
together. He was quick to see that a motor cycle could replace the bicycle 
which I had regarded as the height of luxury. During my last thirteen 
months in the district I had a cyclometer, which, when I left, registered 
3,500 miles. In addition I had travelled some 1,000 miles on a donkey in 
parts of the western district, Yambio and Meridi Districts. The western 
district and Meridi were still free from sleeping sickness, and the slight 
inf~ction of Yambio was diminishing. 

Date Number of cases 
detecLed 

1918 255 
1919 621 

1920 192 
1921 656 

1922 434 

1923 839 

1924 276 

1925 203 
1926 79 
1927 49 
1928 26 

3,630 

Medical staff 

One Syrian Medical Officer unable to leave the station 
One British and one Syrian Medical Officer touring 

the district alternately 
One Syrian Medical Officer unable to leave the station 
One British and one Syrian Medical Officer touring 

the district alternately 
One British and one Syrian Medical Officer touring 

the district alternately 
One British and six Syrian Medical Officers touring 
. and concentrating natives into villages 
One British and four Syrian Medical Officers; con-

centration into villages complete 
One British and four Syrian Medical Officers 
One British and three Syrian Medical Officers 
One British and three Syrian Medical Officers 
One British and three Syrian Medical Officers 

Warburton was soon touring the district on a motor cycle. With the 
advent of Captain Burgess Watson as District Commissioner, roads rapidly 
improved and before long the motor cycle was replaced by a motor car. 
The astonished natives were thrilled and delighted with these innovations, 
inspections became almost popular. In time there was a nominal roll of 
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G. K. Mallrice 249 

all the heads of families, and any man whose name was read out would 
produce his wives and children as entered in the book. This had the 
advantage of fixing responsibility for absence on the in!Iividual instead of 
on the headman, as bad been the case in our more rough-and-ready methods. 
1925 was the culminating year of the epidemic. Thereafter the admissions 
fell rapidly: 79 in 1926, 49 in 1927, and 26 in 1928. 

The admissions and the factors bearing on them are shown on the 
table and chart. 

IX. 

The administrative advantages of a population concentrated on to roads 
became so evident that in time it was adopted in many parts of Mongalla . 
and Bahr el Ghazal outside the sleeping sickness areas, and the system has 
also been adopted in parts of the Belgian Congo and French Equatorial' 
Africa. 

Two different methods of concentration were evolved. In Tembura 
District, with the epidemic blazing, time was all important; it was quicker 
to move the people on to the existing roads or roads cut for the purpose of 
accommodating them, than to survey sites for villages and see that the 
people moved to them. The chief merit of the plan was its simplicity. 

Most of the existing roads had come into being as improvements on the 
native paths linking headman to headman and chief to chief. There were, 
besides, three roads from Tembura, one north to Wau, one east to Yambio, 
and one to Source Yubo, and a boundary road, cut by Mackinnon, which 
ran parallel to and some three miles from the Congo frontier. The area 
between this road and the frontier was left uninhabited and people were 
even forbidden to cross it. This rule, of course, was regularly broken, but 
the unoccupied area was useful to this extent, that the paths leading to 
the Congo indicated very accurately where Congo traffic was greatest. 
None of the existing roads had been cut with a view to concentrating 
people on them, nor had they been surveyed with a view to permanency. 
It was natural, therefore, that in many places they were unsuitable both 
for residence and upkeep. Often the road rail parallel and close to streams, 
and the people would drink from these streams in preference to the 
clearings on the road; sometimes the -road would cross the streams so 
frequently that the intervening spaces were useless for fly-free dwellings, 
and sometimes the streams were at such rare intervals that the people 
living on the roads would have to travel far for water. Often it was found 
that a road crossed a stream at a point where it was densely wooded and 
required great labour to maintain it clean, though half a mile away there 
might be a rocky patch with scanty undergrowth, needing little clearing. 
The roadside, too, was not always fertile. A good deal of adjustment had 
to be made; so far as possible this was done before the move, but two 
years elapsed before the adjustments were complete. 

The existing roads were not enough to take the whole population and 
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250 ' The History oj Sleeping Sickness in the Sudan 

new ones had to be cut .. We found that by far the best plan was, when 
possible, to make the roads follow the local watersheds. By doing so the 
road cut no streams and required no bridging, yet there were many springs 
from which the people could ,drink at the sources of the streams 
rising on either side of the watershed and round these the road was made 
to wind. Moreover, with the absence'of bridges, the streams had only to 
be cleared sixty yards from their source, instead of sixty yards on either side 
of a· bridge. It was always easier to clear a stream at its head than 
elsewhere in its course. 

Some of the roads, before the people settled on them, swarmed with 
Glossina morsitans and made travel a misery, but once they became popu
lated G. morsitans completely disappeared. I have travelled the length of 
Tembura District and not seen a "fly"; entered the uninhabited seven-

,mile belt between Yambio and Tembura Districts and found tsetse 
swarming; similarly, travelling north to Wau I have met no "fly" on the 
inhabited roads, but as the population petered, out and the road became 
uninhabited so the" fly" increased proportionately. The reason for this 
is not quite clear, but it appeared that the "fly", was more intolerant of 
cultivations than the withdrawal of the game from the popUlated areas. 
Although G. morsitans was not the cause of sleeping sickness in the Sudan, 
its disappearance before a concentrated population is of importance, when 
the introduction of cattle is contemplated, and in those countries where it 
conveys the disease to man. 

In Yambio District, owing to the small degree of infection, rapidity of 
concentration was not so important as in Tembura District. Major Larken, 
the District Commissioner, put the people into villages, each holding about 
1,000 people. He planned his villages on grassy streams, where labour in 
clearing was least; the villages being linked by uninhabited roads. The 
system is efficient in the control of sleeping sickness, but the people do not 
like it so well as the Tembura plan. '1'he ground round the villages 
becomes fouled and, consequently, flies are abundant and the uninhabited 
roads require more upkeep. But the maintenance of clearing and bridging 
is undoubtedly reduced. 

:For sleeping sickness purposes it is immaterial by what method the 
people are concentrated, so long ,as they are concentrated, and in such 
fashion that they can be inspected frequently and at any season of the year 
by the medical staff, and can keep their drinking places cleared. 

X.-THE SOURCE YUBO SETTLEMENT. 

The source of the Yubo rises twenty-five miles south-west of Tembura as 
a spring of limpid water bubbling out of the grey granite, whence it flows 
north-east to the White Nile to reach finally the Mediterranean. Two 
hundred yards south-west of this spring rises another, flowing south
westward into the Congo River. In the southern Bahr el Ghazal the 
watershed forms the international frontier of the Sudan, and along it, at 
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G. K. Mau,·ice 251 

intervals, often of not more than half a mile, rise similar springs, s\velling 
the Nile and Congo Hivers . 

It was at the source of tbe Yubo that in February, 1920, Baz laid out 
the headquar ters of tbe Settlement and made provision for bis 6a9 
patients. 

It was eighteen months later wben 1 first saw tbe Settlement. wben I 
visited lVIackinnon during hi s attack of blackwater fever. By that time 
tbe number of pat ients had doubled and tb ere were many bealthy relatives 
living with the sick. 

The source of t.he Son i in French Equa.t.odal Africa, 200 ya.rds from Source Yubo. 

I well remember my first impression of the Settlement. One travelled 
from Tembum along a fairly well-cleared path, passing tbrongb granite 
h ill s and mounting steadily all tbe t ime. For twenty miles one saw no 
human life nor babitation, except two empty rest-houses, and tben quite 
suddenly tbe patb broadened into a well-kept road lined on both sides witb 
crops and native buts. For th e next five miles one was sUl'l'ounded by n. 
chatteri ng. Jaughing, inquisitive crowd of all ages and both sexes; gradually 
tbe roads became lined with banana trees and bordered with citronella grass, 
and then abruptly one turned at rigbt .. ngles on to a small cleared plateau, 
on wbicb were four large mud-and-grass buildings. TbeEe were the office, 
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252 The History of Sleeping Sickness in the Sudan 

store, Baz's house and finally Mackinnori.'s, the last human habitation this 
side of the frontier. . 

The road along the front of these buildings was lined with young mango 
trees, and in front of the two doctors' houses were flower-beds surrounding 
two lawns of a grass somewhat resembling English couch grass, b~t of a 
finer texture and more closely woven (Cynodon transvaalensis) . . These 
lawns of grass eventually came to play a part in the campaign against 
sleeping sickness. The lorest at this time grew to within a hundred yard~ 
of the back of the houses, but in front were some hundred and fifty acres of 
cultivation, mostly manioc, and a grove of a few thousand banana trees. 
From Mackinnon's house the road continued towards the frontier, sloping 
gently downwards and ending at the source of the Yubo, some four hundred 
yards away. The spring and the stream for about two hundred yards had 
been cleared, and only a number of tall mahogany trees were left. Above 
the spring was an excellent vegetable garden, young mango trees, pawpaw 
trees and one young mulberry tree. This mulberry tree, though sub-
sequently destroyed by a forest fire, also played its part. . 

The organization of the Settlement was based on tribal lines. The 
patients were divided into five divisions, each with a headman in charge. 
(These were afterwards increased to seven.) These groups were subdivided 
into sections, the men, women and boys separately; female children were 
classified as women. Each section of a division had its own headman, 
head woman, or headboy. An area of ground with roads was allotted to 

. each division. 
It was necessary to insist that patients should live ona road in order 

to keep them under observation. To economize space a main road would 
be cut parallel to a cleared stream, and five or six others,. ending blindly, 
were cut at right angles to it, each to accommodate a section. In course 
of time there were some fifty miles of roads in the Settlement. New 
patients were given their choice of section and division since nearly every
one had a friend or relative already in the Settlement, and if an uninfected 
husband wished to settle with his infected wife he was allowed to do so 
and bring his other wives with him, and a special section in each division 
was created for such cases. Eventually, as the Settlement achieved popu
larity, there were more healthy relatives than patients living in the Settle
ment, and we were put to great trouble in keeping out people with no 
claim to live there. 

For the privilege of treatment. every patient had to work for the Settle
ment half a day a week, and for the privilege of living in the Settlement 
every uninfected relative had to work ten days a year. Each division had 
its own day of work: No. 1, Monday; No. 2, Tuesday; and so on. There 
was no work on Saturdays, medicine day, and none on Sunday. It was 
found, however, that domestic arrangements were interfered with if the 
men and women of the same division worked on the same day, and this 
,had to be altered accordingly. 
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The function of the divisional headman was to be the first link of 
responsiblity between the medical staff and the patients; he was usually a 
big man in his own country. The duties of the heads of sections were 
more arduous. They were responsible, under the supervision of the head
man of the division, for parading their sections in the early morning for 
work. Every day at one o'clock they had to come to the office to report 
deaths, desertions, absentees, and to take any orders there might be. One 
would have thought that an unpaid post entailing a walk of several' miles 

. daily to the office, often being kept waiting and finally paraded in front of 
the S.M.O., and often ahused for inaccurate information, would have been 
unpopular·., But the reverse was the case. So much does the Zande love 
authority that a threat to dismiss him from the post of headman was enough 
to ensure the most meticulous behaviour. Even the boys were the same. 

Subsequently, as the novelty wore off, heads of sections would often 
send a deputy to the one o'clock office parade, and the privilege of so 
deputizing was much sought after. By this very simple means we kept 
ourselves perfectly informed about the most intimate details of the twenty 
square miles of the Settlement. 

On Saturdays, all the patients paraded by divisions and sections, and 
received an intramuscular injection of atoxyl, each appearing in his proper 
place, answering his name, and receiving the weekly ration of salt as he 
got his injection of medicine. 

Work in the Settlement began early. At the first sign of the dawn, 
before the sun was up, an enormous drum, hollowed out from the trunk of 
a tree, which could be heard all over the Settlement, was beaten. By 
about 6.30 a.m. the patients for work that day had collected outside the 
office; they were then distributed to the various jobs. Some worked on 
cultivations; some on clearing streams j some sawed planks; some made 
charcoal for the blacksmith; some fetched grass or timber for buildings; 
others built. Food had to be collected for the newcomers and the helpless. 
There was always so much work to be done that we became very ingenious 
in labour-saving devices. When pushed, we would sene. out word that 
every patient coming for medicine on the Saturday must bring a bundle of 
grass j and two thousand bUlldles of grass go far to thatching a house. Once 
a month we inspected all the healthy relatives, sometimes making them 
bring forest rope or banana trees from deserted homesteads. On Sundays 
there was no work for the patients, and the staff did such of those things 
that there was no time for during the week: operations, when there were 
tw'o of us in the Settlement j investigations on inoculated rats; belated 
replies to official letters. We had 140 permanent employees, called terebai, 
a corruption of the Congo word travailleur, and these had to be clothed 
and paid. And, also, Sunday was the day when we allowed the French 
natives to enter the Settlement and barter wares with the patients. 

This market on the boundary was the first of its kind, but now it had 
been copied in other parts of Bahr el Ghazal and in Mongalla. It was 
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started originally in order to allow Sudan subjects to meet their relatives 
across the border, and prevent the crossing of the frontier by stealth; and 
also to allow exchange of goods between the two countries. There are 
many commodities used by Sudan natives which are only obtainable in 
the Congo; dyes, poisons, mats and so on, and when the market began 
there was more food in the Congo than on our side. French subjects were 
induced to bring goods to the Settlement in order to get money with which 
to pay taxes, and salt, of which all natives of those parts are physiologically 
starved. The ration of salt our patients received was more than their actual 
need, but it was. and is a most important factor in the maintenance of 
good order in the Settlement. The patients were seldom able to earn 
money, but with their surplus salt they could buy those little luxuries that 
are almost necessities. It was the salt much more than the medicine that 
induced so .punctilious an attendance on Saturdays, and backsliding in any 
direction could usually be corrected by the mere threat of cutting the salt 
ration of the person concerned. 

Originally the market was held on Saturdays, after the medicine had 
been given, and sometimes, along with the vendors of goods, as many as 
two hundred French natives suffering from sleeping sickness would stagger 
over to get medicine from .us. But in time the market became too 
unwieldy for a Saturday, and we had to change the day to allow greater 
supervision. There was no meat in the country other than wild game, and 

. though at intervals we shot buffalo and antelope and occasionally hippo
potami, and though occasionally the vatients themselves speared game, 
they were always craving meat; so that when the French natives, who 
had more rifles than our people, brought in dried meat .there was great 
competition. The patients acquired the habit of slipping away without 
paying, or. would pay in what appeared to be salt carefully wrapped up in 
leaves, but which when opened was found to contain only small stones. 
For long, therefore, free fights were common. 

In the course of time markets were established at other points on the 
frontier of the Belgian Congo and Uganda, and District Commissioners of 

. the countries concerned met by appointment and settled cases. 
The greatest difficulty we experienced in the Settlement was in clearing 

the streams and maintaining them fly-free. The Settlement was a network 
of streams and altogether ten miles of them had to be cleared. These 
streams start as springs bubbling out, as it were, from a blind end of a 
narrow raviue which quickly opens out to a swampy bed, a hundred to two 
hundred yards across. The sloping banks are some 15 feet high, and all 
along their base rise little springs, whose waters, hemmed back by vegeta
tion ·and roots of treAs, render the intervening space a bog, before they 
eventually struggle to the main channel winding along the bed. Over all 
tower the giant trees, while dense vegetation and creepers completely shnt 
out the sun and make the passage of a man impossible without the use of 
tools. When the clearing began, chimpanzees were found in occupation 
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of tbe trees. 'l'be initial clearing of these streams was a heartbreaking 
task, but their upkeep IVas worse. In tbree months after clearing tbe rank 
vegetation wonld bave sprung np 8 teet high, and a lter clearing atresh, 
again and again tbis would happen. In 1924 we decided to deal with tbe 
situation once for all if we conld. 

Tbe lawn ot grass in front of Mackinnon's house bad originated from a 
bundle 01 grass dug up trorn the Mission lawn at Yambio, 140 miles away; 
tbe Mission lawn had grown from a packet of seeds. By 1923 we had 
planted all the ~round surrounding the headquarters of the Settlement
some twelve ncrce- witb this grass. \Ve bad noticed bow easily i t grew 
and how quickly it spread, and bow it destroyed other grasses and plants. 

Clearing streams in the ScLllemeut. 

Moreover. its roots 'penetrated tbe ground so deeply tbat wben it was dug 
up it almost immediately grew again. Tbe metbod of plan ting it was to 
dig up long strips with a spade. about an inch below ground level. and tben 
to tear off patches tbe size of a man's band and to plant them about two 
feet apart. In a month each piece was sending out runners. and in about 
two montbs all haa joined togetber. In 1923 we experimented with this 
grass 011 the Yubo, near its source, and so successfully did it. grow and 
keep down other vegetation that in 19114 we planted every stream in the 
Settlement. Hired labourers dug up alI the vegetation hy the roots except 
the big trees. Tbe vegetation so dug up had to be carried sometimes as 
lUucb as a bundred yards through mud and water up to a man's waist, to 
the top of the hanks where it was alIowed to rot. We mohilized every 
able-bodied patient; the hoys dug up the grass of the lawns, tbe women 
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carried it to the streams, the men planted behind the hired labourers. The 
work was not unpopular ; one of the medical staff was always in super
vision; snakes of all colours and size's would bolt like rabbits in harvest 
time coming out of corn, together with rats, and other articles of native 
diet. 

We drained the boggy beds, cut, channels,' removed obstructing tree 
trunks. In about six months the grass was established throughout the 
streams of tbe Settlement. 

At first an immense ,amount, of weeding was necessary to prevent the 
young grass from being choked, but in time both bed and banks were 
carpeted with couch grass, and the streams so treated looked beautiful after 
the fierce tropical vegetation to which we had grown accustomed. 

Left to itself in time the grass is swamped by other vegetation, and 
periodic clearing of the streams is necessary; but the work now is nothing 
in comparison with that of clearing the luxuriant vegetation of other days. 
We not only planted the Settlement 'streams, but we sent out orders that 
all clearings in the district were to be treated in the same way. Chiefs and 
headmen sent up parties to collect the grass from the Settlement. All our 
lawns were dug up about thirty times that wet weather, and yet tbey grew 
again; before the dry weather the grass was established all over tbe 
district. Finally, it was planted on bridges and certain roads to bind the 
surface and minimize the effects of rain. 

The chief crop we grew was manioc, as yielding the greatest return for 
the labour. It takes two years to mature. In May, 1922, we substituted 
the issue of manioc for tbe ordinary grain ration to those newcomers 
without cultivations of their own, and thereafter issued no other ration than 
the salt, except to the comparatively few helpless cases unsupported by 
relatives and living in hospital. Manioc is not a complete diet, but we 
issued a surplus, and thjs surplus the recipients bartered away for other 
forms of food. The Settlement had become self-supporting. In 1928 the 
reserve food supply in the ground from this source only was estimated at 
450 tons. The total communal cultivations finally reached 1,000 acres, 
about four-fifths manioc, the rest such foods as groundnuts; simsim and 
maize, which were used as food for the helpless and as seed for the other 
patients in the spring. 

In the early days of the Settlement, elephant invaded the plantatiOns; 
man-eating lion and leopard were occasionally killed by the patients; in 
office hours I have seen more than once a herd of hartebeest come wander-

, , 

ing through the cultivations, and every native within sight of them discard 
his occupation of the moment, and set out in pursuit. From the doors of 
my house, I have seen buffalo, waterbuck, roan antelope, hartebeest and 
many other forms of game, not four hundred yards away, and at one time 
while I was out on inspection a berd of waterbuck grazed my garden 
regularly at night and took shelter from rain in the verandah of my bonse. 
Quite recently Major Warburton shot two troqblesoine leopards close to 
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his house. But for Lhe most part now, the game avoids the Settlement 
itself but is plentiful on the outskirts. 

Tbe Settlement itseif is really a charming station. Comfortable brick 
buildings bave replaced tbe mud and grass barns. Tbe mango trees are 
all bearing. Oil palms planted from Congo seed are jnst comi ng into fruit. 
There is a good vegetable garden in the bed of the Yubo near its source; 
even watercress is establisbed; tbe soli tary mulberry tree planted by 
Mackinnon bas given rise to mulberry groves and avenues. 

I observed one day when pruning tbe mulberry tree, that a branch 
carelessly pusbed into the ground lIot only grew but fruited in about three 
montbs. I tberefore planted a number of them. 'Vhen I was leaving I 

A cleared stream wit.h only the higb trees left (loUd planLcd with short gra.ss. 

happened to remark, chi efly in jest, that tbe only economic salvation of the 
district, situated as it is '100 miles from the N ile, was tLe production of 
si lk by means of the mulberries. An enterprising Syrian hearing this, and 
having a brother in the silk-growing industry in Syria, brougbt back silk
worm eggs alter his leave. Since tbeu silk bas been grown to the full 
extent of the avai lable mulberry trees, and many more m ulberry trees bavc 
been planted. 

The natives th emselves have changed out of all recognitioll with tbe 
civilizing influence tbat bas been bwugbt to bear on tbem. Tbey are 
happy and friendly and give no trouble, and have become anxious to get 
work. 

Tbe present Distri ct Commissioner, Captain Burgess Wdtson, bas done 
mucb for the development of native industry. Besides taking an active 

17 
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mterest in the growing of silk, he started at Tembura an industrial school, 
which, some two years ago, was transferred to Source Yubo. Excellent 
cane chairs are turned out which find a ready market in private houses, 
clubs, and on the Sudan steamers. The houses and offices of the Settlement 
are now furnished with well-finished mahogany furniture, locally grown 
and made. Major War bur ton installed a water ram and tower to 
supply the headquarters with water and save the tedious carriage from the 
sprmg. 

In the early days there was the ,greatest difficulty in finding enough 
food to eat. There were no domestic animals except fowls and dogs, and 
even fowls were :hard to come by. Mackinnon introduced, goats from the 
Congo, and I added considerably to the herd by obtaining sheep and goats 
from Wau, and at our request the Government imported 200 sheep and goats 

, for distribution in the distriCt. Since my time cattle have been introduced' 
into the Settlement. The difficulty was to get them there uninfected by 
" fly " on. the road, but with the population on the roads and the consequent 
disappearance of most of the" fly," some cattle reached the Settlement 
uninfected, while by special arrangement those infected produced calves 
before the disease destroyed them. Young bulls are now being trained to 
draw a plough to work the cultivations. 

, Much of the superstition of the people has left them. In the old 
days the patients were continually consulting their oracles and when these 
proved unfavourable were never happy until they had changed their' 
,residence. This was a great trouble to us and to them. Moreover, the 
consultation with the oracle commonly took the form of giving a lethal or 
nearly lethal dose of poison to a chicken; hence the shortage. Now people 
seldom want to move on account of omens, and chickens and eggs are· 
abundant, and the people anxious to sell them. 

Apart from sleeping sickness an enormous amount of medical work is 
done among the population. Syphilis, yaws and tropical ulcer, which at 
one time were playing havoc, are now being brought under control. The 
people appreciate and understand segregation, and we are at present 
engaged in bringing 5,000 lepers in the Southern Sudan under segregation 
and treatment on the lines adopted for sleeping sickness. There are· 
already 1,000 lepers in a part of the Yubo Settlement, and, a similar 
settlement is being created at Yambio. It is not the treatment of lepers 
but the feeding of them that is so costly, and these leper colonies will, we 
hope, be self-supporting in two years. 

I have not touched in this article on the clinical aspect of sleeping 
sickness. There were, however, some useful records kept. In the Sudan 
there have b~en 5,430 cases of sleeping sickness treated to the end of 1928. 
In Mongalla Province, from 1911 to 1928, 1,698 came under treatment. 
Of these 990 died and 546 were discharged as cured and only 23 had to be 
re-admitted with signs of the disease. 

In the southern Bahr el Ghazal the largest number ever undergoing 
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treatment at one time at Source Yubo was 1,837 in March, 1925. Of the 
total 3,630 cases admitted to Source Yubo from 1918 to 1928, 1,661 died 
and 928 were discharged as cured, but 152 of these had to be re-admitted 
with signs of the disease. From Tembura District 284 patients deserted 
permanently, and from Mongalla Province 23. 

Some useful experimental treatment has be~n carried out in both 
provinces, but it will be realized that accurate clinical observation on a 
big scale was impossible, since apart from our efforts to eradicate the disease 
we had to be our own architects, builders, road constructors, bridge 
builders, agriculturists, magistrates, blacksmiths, indeed, everything. 

As I have shown, or tried to show, measures taken in time bad shut out 
infection from a district five times as large as Wales; where it had gained 
a footing a considerable epidemic was brought under control within the 
space of two years. It lingered only where the medical and administrative 
staff was inadequate. 

In the course of the campaign against sleeping sickness the habits of 
the natives' were transformed; they were no longer afraid of the white 
man; some had come out of the forest to become craftsmen, carpenters, 
builders and blacksmiths ; all had learned to obey laws. 

Superstition waned, agriculture prospered. The task of extirpating a 
disease had profoundly affected the life of a people. 
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